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Introduction
The result of current WP5.4 task is to construct new/alternative management models for
evaluating the renewable energy installations.
New management models are constructed on the basis of previous work – feasibility studies,
research about total quality management and interviews (see Fig 1.)

New
management
models
Feasibility
analysis

Total Quality
Management

Interviews

Fig. 1. The development of New Management Models

The substance of a management model is a set of choices how the work of management
gets done – how objectives are defined, activities coordinated and resources allocated.

For the current paper, feasibility studies and the direct results of the pilots were compared
and analyzed. Questionnaires were compiled in order to understand the relevance of Total
Quality Management in the pilot projects.

The results of this analysis are targeted to municipality leaders/officials, energy communes,
NGOs who assist in creating the environment for investments into renewable energy and
preparing the procurement conditions and pilot installations.

In this guideline, knowledge about the process of managing and the creation of renewable
energy installations from the viewpoint of the target group is given. The guideline covers
everything from the planning process through procurement, from constructing evaluation and
transferability of the results (possibilities to implement the same activities in other regions).
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Total Quality Management
Total quality management (TQM) is an integrative philosophy of management for
continuously improving the quality of products and processes. In a TQM effort, all members
of an organization participate in improving processes, products, services and the culture in
which they work.

On production level operation models for energy innovation management will be developed,
considering a TQM approach TQM is a business management strategy aimed at embedding
awareness of quality in preparation, procurement, follow up and other processes. One major
aim to reduce variation from every process so that greater consistency of effort is obtained,
the chance of mistakes is minimized and costs are reduced.

Together with Work package (WP) 4 and WP6 respective methods, criteria and monitoring
processes will be elaborated, tested during project lifetime and designed as a general and
transferable model for use in everyday life of the relevant organizations. This also includes
workshops for process optimizing in cooperation with actors and stakeholders in order to
prepare all involved organizations to keep the standards high and costs low in the future.
Furthermore, the experiences and know-how of existing energy regions and scientific
partners will be used for the development of key measures and pilot implementations. Most
pilots and models will be developed along the findings of this WP. In some cases partner
regions already have are in a preparatory stage.

TQM in energy management
In regional energy management the total quality management means (as in product design
and development), an iterative process where the development of the region is a result of
joint cooperation between local decision makers, company owners, representatives from
public, etc. This means that strategically planning cannot be a one-time-process of collecting
valuable data. A cycle has to be created where data about the region is collected, inserted
into a database where results like energy balance and money flow in the relevant sector can
be visualized immediately. According to the results, proper decisions can be made promptly.
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People in the region have to keep in mind that the vision must not be drastically changed
over short periods of time.

(New)
Objective

Feedback

Indicator

Vision
Sustainable
region

Results and
feedback

Activity

Fig 2. An example of implementing a vision for sustainable region

TQM in regional sustainable energy pilot projects
The core of the TQM in energy related pilot projects is a continuous iterative development of
the pilot installation. In addition to technological development the conversation with
consumers must be very active to collect feedback, on the basis of previously set indicators,
from the users of the pilot installation. The end-users are the one who give valuable
information through the implementation process and testing phase as they are the ones who
have to feel comfortable and satisfied with the new installation (e.g. a new solar power plant,
hydrogen tank in the cellar or a biomass vessel). This iterative feedback process can also be
named monitoring as some of the indicators should give feedback about the performance of
the pilot project. To make a parallel with iterative product design the product is presented to
the consumer as quickly as possible because the most valuable information comes from the
end-user. Additionally, changing the product in an early development stage might enable the
developers to save a fairly large amount of money.
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TQM pilot project step by step
The pilot project process has to be followed by the engineers/system developers in order to
get some feedback already in the early stages. It is also useful for lowering the impact of
uncertainties concerning relatively new technologies. The following graph represents what
kind of information needs to be collected from the local community and decision makers in
the pilot installation implementation phase.
Problem to be solved

feedback
Engineering activity

Idea generated
Changes, new

Continuous

ideas

one-time
only

people

Idea introduced to
the group
Environmental
impact
Change of pilot.
Calculations, 3D
models, theoretical
results

Installation,
implementation

Testing, monitoring

Evaluation

Fig 3. TQM in a pilot installation
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Testing of a TQM model
Questionnaire and results of interviews
Method for processing the questionnaire is an oral interview.
Key topics and some short questions for interview about pilot projects are given as follows.

Feasibility study
Who did the study, their specifics, was a specialist easy to find.
Introduction
Benefits for the local community.
Type of project, targets, benefits for the community – expected results to confirm, etc.
Beginning of the project
What was the initiative reason to start the pilot project?
Initiative, responsible persons and other specialists including their role.
Were there too less or many people involved?
Involved extra target groups/parts in project during the pilot.
Duration
Describe the timeline.
Do you also have to consider in time planning other partners in the project?
Procurement
Is there existing procurement procedure for installations like this already existing? If yes,
then was it followed?
Was there technical description of the installation in procurement papers, how detailed was
it?
Was there space for any alternatives for offered installations?
Budget
Planned and realized budget. How did it change?
What are the reasons for changes (time, building sector, changes in law?) and changes?
Was the funding already existing or was it to find funding at first?
Were there any funding problems to solve during the project?
Legislative considerations
Were the any legislative questions that you have to follow, take into account while piloting?
Were there environmental considerations/limits set?
Communication
What kinds of partners were involved?
How the project was communicated with the public?
Were there any excursions, visits, schools, etc?
Risk analysis
Were there analyses for the possible failure or barriers of the pilot project? Are there any
risks if it does not succeed?
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Changes
Were there any changes and extra costs during the pilot project?
What it takes to avoid the false planning?
Evaluation
How is the evaluation organized?
How do we know that it was a good installation and shall maybe be replicated is some other
regions.
Monitoring
How the pilot will be monitored to make it as an example to others?

Interviewed persons
Table 1. Interviewed persons

Country

Person(s)

E-mail

Finland

Juho Korteniemi

juho.korteniemi@bionova.fi

Poland

Michał

lubienie@agh.edu.pl

Lubieniecki
Lithuania

Dmitrij Sosunov

dmitrij.sosunov@gmail.com

Germany

Jan Schmidt

pea-schmidt@tgw-prignitz.de

Latvia

Liga Upeniece

liga.upeniece@gmail.com
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The results of interviews

Niepolomice
Integrated energy system
for a public house

Finland
Wood gasifier boiler
for a school

Lithuania
Solar collector installation
integrated with a boiler house

Latvia
Hemp insulation for a
public house

Targets,
benefits, reason

Rise of knowledge about
the technologies; show
other possibilities.

Head of commune; private
companies; university

Deliver warm water in
summer (before warm water
only in weekends and
national holidays); example
that supporting RE
installations makes sense.
Project manager in energy
agency and major; director of
the boiler house.

Warm workspace for
social service workers;
hemp growers have
more orders; savings
from energy costs.

Initiatives of the
project

Hemp growers;
municipality.

Municipality of Karstädt;
during the writing of the PEA
project;

Duration
(problems with
keeping
the
timeline, etc)

24 months; technological(
electrolyzer, fuel cell, PVT)
partners hard to find;
several tenders; partly
finished, fully finished in
July 2012

6 months; very motivated
installers; good cooperation
with boiler house manager
and installers.

24 months; one year;
certification of the
material took long time;
permission from
firefighting; other tasks
in project needed
attention.

3-4 months; august 2011.a.,
procurement, 2 months and 1
month for the report;
presentation before report;
biogas plant build at the
moment (Envitec)

Procurement

Several steps; installer for
the whole system not easy
to find; process took long

Lower the costs of
energy for
community; reduce
the emissions in
region; creates
jobs.
Municipal company
and university;
expert group
included.
Biogas was not
profitable for
network owners
and topic was
changed;
ownership
problems; two
years; finished in
June 2012.
Longer because of
new technology
and EU regulations.

One company applied;
extra technical
description done.

May,. 2011; manual for
procurement is existing;
500<EUR<20000 needs
procurement.

Budget

Increased because of
Did not
misestimating of the costs
considerably
of a technology; fluctuancy
change, but the
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of currency rate; building
part of municipality
had to be changed because went higher;
of hydrogen technology;
operating company
additional measuring
will pay

Done by municipality workers
and partly followed the
results of a feasibility study
and therefore very well done;
shall be divided the technical
planning and establishing the
installation
Divided into two parts;
increased 4%; co-funding
from municipality.

Planned budget was
realized; extra
investments hard to find
for these projects; pilot
was done according to
the existing budget.

1930EUR+1200EUR for the
report. 100% from the PEA
project. It didn’t change;
Report was additional cost
and not calculated in the
beginning.

Type of
project

pilot

Germany
Biogas and DH network
deployment feasibility study
in Gross Warnow region.
To create a good basis for
further decisions in Karstädt
region.
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Legislative
considerations

Communication

Risk analysis

Changes

Evaluation and
monitoring

devices not calculated;
extra funding ad to be
found
Nothing specific except the
regulation of using the
gases; the tracking system
elevated from the ground.
Articles published in local
newspaper; people around
all the time because of the
interesting project; small
room with posters planned

continuously the
investment back to
municipality
Chimney had to be
changed

Budget has to be a bit
flexible in this case; small
installation causes less
problems
Change of budget; add the
surplus when technologies
are not known,.

Remote control
system could be a
problem in the
future.
The idea of pilot
project changed
totally and in the
second phase also
the budget had to
change.
University makes it
as a case study;
energy output is
measured in the
future.

Monitoring system installed
by the university

Between the expert
group and
politicians who also
made the decision;
other
communication not
yet done.
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Just the weight consideration
for the roof and other
technical installation details.
Community involved in
decision process; elections at
the same time; many events
and also some articles;
before installing citizens
voted if they want solar
collectors in their own house
roof or centrally installed on
the boiler house.
Feasibility study has to be
good; too few cooperation
with boiler house and
installers.
Results were 10%-15%
better, then according to the
feasibility study; citizens pay
the same amount for hot
water as before.
Readings collected every
day; articles about the results
coming

Certification of the
material and renovation
allowance from fire
brigade.
Planners consulted;
local user(the color of
the house); warned from
noise; drawings and
plans discussed with the
municipality; article in
science journal.

Planning the building
time is critical; amount
of hemp available.
New insulation material
changed.

Questionnaire
inhabitants;
thermography
and after;

for

the

before

Nothing specific.

Presentation to municipality
and intense communication
because of high interest; not
easy to communicate to
people because people can
be easily against (smell, etc);
communicated through
Karstädt and agricultural
community.
Risk for a public scandal is
small because the village is
small; risk can become
because of money.
No bigger changes; only
changes in the timeline
because of connecting to the
electricity grid

Heat
losses
can
be
monitored; also the feasibility
calculations
shall
be
checked.
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Guideline tool for evaluating pilot installation management.
The guideline tool is meant to evaluate renewable energy pilot installation project to become as successful as
possible. The result of the evaluation should lead to selection of the pilot installation to fund.
Every project is specific and following guideline is not meant to follow step-by-step. Rather it is better to follow
the keywords and pay in mind different factors while planning an effective pilot installation.
The following table is conclusion of feasibility study, TQM and results of interviews. For each phase there are
criteria’s pilot installation needs to follow and some other criteria’s what pilot project should pay attention.
Additionally, there are criteria’s that every pilot project specifically should consider.
As an example picture is given how the tool looks like and how it helps to consider if the pilot project could be
successful or not. Using the tool in MS Excel environment is easy and not complicated to anybody in the energy
commune, municipality, NGO or some other pilot project planning organization.
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Management models of six test applications
The results of interviews with the organizers of the five pilot projects were used to evaluate the management
models of the pilot installations. Additionally, a sixth management model was analyzed by using the example of
a street lightning project in an Estonian village.
For all the management models the diagram was compiled in order to illustrate the main positive and negative
issues of the pilot projects.

1. Lithuania – warm water all week
According to Figure 1, this particular project management model had main drawbacks in the areas of benefits
for the region and in budget. The negative sides of the project are otherwise equally divided, but more attention
in the pilot installation should be turned to finding further benefits for the region (e.g procuring local craftsman
only, using local products)
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Figure 1. Lithuania - warm water all week
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2. Latvia – hemp insulation
Project management isn’t enoughtconcentrated on outsice communications and on finding approval of the
different interest groups in the region. The fact that the management model used is directed on inside issues
could bring difficulties of implementing all the phases. Additionally, in the project unknown materials are needed
which is an additional danger to a successful project. At the same time implementing new materials and
experimenting is rater usual for a pilot project.
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Figure 2 Latvia - hemp insulation
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3. Finland – wood gas boiler
Project is small scale, technology is known and cooperation partners are easy to find. Still, while implementing
wood gas boiler under the school house more communication is needed. With more communicaiton additional
benefits could be generated for the project. As the technological advances (in case of this pilot project) can be
described as minor advances, this project is in the border of being a pilot project.
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Figure 3 Finland - wood gas boiler installation
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4. Poland – integrated energy system
Project is planned and managed so, that after being successful there are many benefits created for the region.
Monitoring of the pilot project is well organized, but lack of planning in the areas of communication might lead to
possible problems with keeping to the deadlines and budget of the project. As the pilot installation will include
various new technologies, it also includes many risks and is not suitable for regions with fixed and low budgets.
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Figure 4 Poland – integrated energy system
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5. Germany - district heating improvement
The management model of this project is simple. On the other hand, the benefits for the reagion can be
described as poor. This partly explains also why this kind of project is not 100% suitable as a pilot project
although summary value of -10 is a top rank value. The technology and project idea is much known and isn’t
anything new. All of the legislation is created and project will be most probably very successful, bringing value
for the region, but not improving the region in terms of additional competence and knowledge.
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Figure 5 Germany - district heating improvement
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Estonia – street lightning installation
Pilot project is about creating a street lightning installation where the pedestrian streets will be lighted by solar
electricity panel installation and movement sensor application. Project is rather easy to manage, brings benefits
for the region, but is rather poorly communicated and monitored. The management model is rather not user
oriented, but technology oriented and needs to fulfill the basic needs of street enlightment.
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Figure 6 Estonia - street lightning installation
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Conclusion
The result of the task, the guideline tool, helps to evaluate renewable energy pilot installations before the
installation is funded and started. Next steps are adapting the iterative approach – TQM during the carrying out
of the pilot. The guideline adapts only for the evaluation phase of the pilot project.

The target group energy communes, NGOs, municipality officials are welcome to use the tool as the guideline is
easy to follow with commonly used definitions and are never falling to details to avoid adaptability of the
guideline. As there is never a perfect pilot project, the guideline helps to select among many projects the
probably most successful project.
Additionally, the guideline helps to turn attention to different objectives and criteria’s during the pilot installation
in example of six pilot projects.
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